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Salvo™, The RTOS that runs in tiny places™,
is now available for Keil's ARM® Development Tools
After six years of explosive growth in its Salvo RTOS product line for 8- and 16-bit single-chip
microcontrollers, Pumpkin is pleased to announce the availability of Salvo for ARM for use with
Keil's (http://www.keil.com/) ARM Development Tools.
"With this new Salvo for ARM release, we're providing an upgrade path to the power of the
32-bit ARM family for our existing customers, and introducing this unique RTOS to ARM
users." said Pumpkin president Dr. Andrew E. Kalman. "We chose to do the CARM port first, as
Salvo users have had excellent results with Keil's formidable and market-leading 8051 toolset."
"The Keil CARM C Compiler generates extremely tight code in Thumb® mode and outperforms
several major compilers in the ARM market," said Jon Ward of Keil Software. "The efficient
run-time libraries are tuned for minimal code overhead. The µVision3™ toolset allows easy
migration of GCC projects to the well-supported Keil Development Tools for ARM platform."
Reinhard Keil added "With complete and accurate device simulation for ARM-powered
microcontrollers and with our ULINK USB-JTAG adapter, the µVision3 debugger/simulator
enables detailed testing of ARM-based applications. You can analyze the timing behavior of
your application or use the built-in logic analyzer for in-depth verification of complex algorithms
that interact with on-chip peripherals. Seamless tool integration reduces your learning effort and
speeds development of embedded applications for ARM quicker than ever before."
"These tools made porting Salvo to ARM and testing it a breeze," said Kalman. "Keil's ARM
toolset is fast, efficient and flexible. Salvo's performance is maximized in part by the CARM C
compiler's efficient register allocation scheme. Moreover, this release brings a new level of
configurability to Salvo distributions. Salvo's control of interrupts is now completely targetindependent and user-configurable. This means zero interrupt latency and jitter on critical
interrupts, and further demonstrates Pumpkin's commitment to high-performance RTOS design."
Kalman noted "ARM7 is optimized for low cost and low power. Salvo is affordable and royaltyfree, and its event-driven architecture keeps power consumption to a minimum. Plus, its
miniscule RAM requirements leave 96% of on-chip RAM free for user applications."
"Keil's ARM Development Tools and Pumpkin's Salvo RTOS are a winning combination for
real-time development on ARM-powered embedded products," concluded Ward.
Salvo for ARM is available in Lite, LE and Pro versions. Salvo is royalty-free, and Salvo Pro
includes source code. For downloads, application notes, additional information and to order
Salvo, please visit Pumpkin online at http://www.pumpkininc.com/, or request information at
info@pumpkininc.com.
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